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Connect the battery
Power on the ransmitter,set all buttons in the original positions

Wait until transmitter connects with a satellite and the quadcopter
connerction of 8 satellites or above are recommended
for a perfect porfomance in GPS mode

pull the throttle like thes to launch 
the motor   
Start the flight

A low voltage is preset to indicate the time for user to start return flight.When the 
quadcopt’s battery voltage is lower than the prset low voltage,the battery sign on the 
transmitter will flash with an alarm. in this case, you are advised to start to fly this 
quadcpter back to home point for ensuring enough power in che course of return  

Lift up to 10m

The preset return voltage serves as a final warning,and i is the voltage lower than the 
preset low voltage.when it occours,the quadcopter will conmpletely take over you 
control and launch its procedre for auto return to the home point

Warning:ifthis quadcopter is forced to take over your control due to voltage 
dropping to the present return voltage,hte power remaining may be insufficient for a  
successful return flight if it is over 50 metres away from the home point.Therefore, 
when the battery pwer drops to the preset low voltage,you are recommended to fly 
this quadcopter back to the home point or to an area within 50 meters away from the 
home point,either by manually flying it back or by using the ato return feature

Apart from the retrn voltage mentioned above,the outo return procedure can also be 
activated by manually moving the switch A to position 3 under the GPS mode,or by 
unexpected signal disconnection under GPS mode (if not it would keep hovering at 
where it loses its signal)
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We want you our valued customer to get the best out of your flying
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you’ve

7.4V

Thanks again for choosing 
the Flying FX6 Quadcopter it 
is a remarkable flying 
machine
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“Headless”flying.

(automatic course control)
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BThe 2.4GHz radio band has a completely different behavior than 
previously used

The throttle stick also acts as the yaw and controls the  quadcopter’s 
rudder
a. push the stick left and the quadcopter will rotate couter clock-wise
b. push the stick right and the quadcopter will rotate clock-wise.
c. The throttle stick controls the rotating angular velocity of the 
quadcopter.Increasing movement of the stick results in faster 
qandcopter rotation velocity

The steering stick controls the quadcopter’s tilt
a. Push the stick forward and the quadcopter will tilt and fly forward
b. Pull the stick backwards and the quadcopter will tilt and fly 
backwards
c. Pull the stick sidewards and hte quadcopter will tilt and fly 
sidewards
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